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tV Semester B.C ,Fl-mination, May zoll
(Repeaters)

(201 1-12 and Onwards)
LANGUAGE ENGLISH (Part - A)

Time : 1/z Hours

lnstructions : 1) Answer atl the questions.
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Max. Marks :

SECTION _ 1

(Drama)

I. Answer any three of the following questions in about 80-100 words each : (3x5=15)

1)DescribetherelationshipbetweenSonalandHasmukh.

2) Do you think Ajit Mehta is'a great mistake' ? Discuss.

3) Do the names of the four important characters in the play contradict their true

natures ? Elaborate.

4) What role is Kiran expected to play as the trustee of Hasmukh Charitable

Trust ?

5) Describe Hasmukh's childhood.

ll. Anbwer any one of the following in about 200-250 words : (1x10=10)

1) How does the play bring out the different meanings of the terrh "Will" ?

2) Discuss the significance of the shocks that Hasmukh's ghost had to face.

3) "Hasmukh Mehta is representative of the patriarchal system of society'
Discuss.
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SECTION _ 2

(Poetry)

lll. Ansrnier any three of the following in about 80-100 words : (3x5=15)

1) What was the teacher;s real intention in asking the question in 'Ethics' ?

2) Why does the poet want us to remember only lhe other relics' in "No More

Hiroshimas" ?

3) What images of 'The second coming' does the poet offer ?

a) Why does the speaker say that his right to chop the wood is greater than the

tramp's need in the poem'Two Tramps in Mud Time'?

lV. Answer any one of the following in about 200-250 words : (10x1=10)

1) Discuss the title of the poem 'No More Hiroshimas'.

2) Discuss the relationship between natives and colonizers with respect to Caliban

and ProsPero.

3) what, according to the poem'The second coming'are the consequences of

centre faiting to hold ?


